
Bring global visibility to the 
unique content your healthcare 
facility produces
Digital Commons is a best-in-class hosted solution to  
openly publish, manage & promote your institution’s research, 
scholarship & expertise

Digital Commons makes it easy to:

•  promote research, presentations, reports, 
articles, books & posters

•  publish journals, both new & existing 

•  manage, promote & publish conferences, 
symposia & events

•  publish data related to grant-funded  
research projects 

•  feature the unique output of your research 
institutes & centers

•  share & showcase special collections, historical 
institutional assets & archival images

•  facilitate accreditation reporting for ACGME 

•  align with Magnet™ accreditation principles

All-in-one institutional repository  
& publishing platform

Digital Commons is a secure, scalable and reliable solution 
for all your institution’s intellectual output including research 
papers, presentations, books, posters, reports, articles and grand 
rounds – including streaming video presentations. In addition, 
with Digital Commons’ easy-to-use professional-level publishing 
tools, you can smoothly handle all aspects of research and journal 
publishing. These professional-grade tools are highly customizable 
to accommodate a variety of workflows.

Dedicated consultation &  
strategic guidance

Digital Commons’ integrated team of experts provide dedicated 
support to help you create and fine-tune your institutional 
repository and/or journal publishing program. Your named 
consultant works closely with you to ensure you have everything 
you need for success.

Global visibility

Showing your institution’s influence is vital to increasing it. 
Through Digital Commons, your institutional brand benefits from 
search engine optimization (SEO) that brings your research to 
the forefront of Google, Google Scholar and other search engine 
results. This discoverability of each piece of content broadcasts 
your scholarship, research, publications, staff and institution to 
new audiences around the world. 

Industry-leading metrics

Digital Commons offers an integrated dashboard and analytics 
tools, which show your institution’s global influence in real-time 
through beautifully realized data visualizations. These unrivalled 
tools clearly illustrate your institution’s strengths, opening more 
doors to global readership and showing staff the impact their  
work has on the world. 

for Hospital & Healthcare Networks 



Scalable platform to showcase all your 
institution’s publications and expertise  
as quickly as you grow

Openly publish the full spectrum of your 
institution’s research and scholarship

Share and promote everything your institution produces:

• staff research & reports

• grand rounds – including streaming video presentations

• conference proceedings & posters

• open educational & clinical resources

• GME & Magnet collections

• newsletters & blogs

• books

Top hospitals and healthcare centers use Digital Commons to preserve 
and promote their research credibility, scholarly reputation and expertise. 
For a list of hospitals and healthcare networks who benefit from Digital Commons, please visit:  
https://www.bepress.com/categories_wdc/health-care-centers/
To learn more: elsevier.com/solutions/digital-commons
To request a consultation: elsevier.com/solutions/digital-commons/contact-sales
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Our best-in-class institutional repository platform offers:

• scalable, hosted cloud-based technology

•  low cost of ownership with no IT investment: we handle all 
platform upgrades & maintenance

•  unlimited, secure storage of all file sizes & types, including 
datasets, 3D images & multimedia

•  accurate, visually compelling analytics to prove readership  
& influence

•  discoverability with best-in-class search engine optimization (SEO) 

•  dedicated authorization & access-control tools

•  reliable performance with 99% uptime

•  dedicated consultation & service support, including free training 
for site administrators & journal editors

•  custom site branding & annual redesign service
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